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What We Know About Workforce Development for Low-Income Workers: Evidence, Background and Ideas for the Future

An annotated bibliography compiled with funding from the C.S. Mott Foundation for the National Poverty Center, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy, University of Michigan by Caroline M. Francis, Mathematica Policy Research, Inc. | April 2013

This bibliography summarizes recent research on the structure and effectiveness of workforce development programs. While the term “workforce development” can mean many things, this document focuses on programs to help low-skill, low-wage and displaced workers increase their employment and earnings, as well as labor market trends that affect them. One estimate places the cost of primary DOL worker training programs at about $6 billion annually in the mid-2000s (see Holzer 2009, brief). The discussion is organized as follows: Section I covers evidence on the overall effectiveness of job training and other active labor market programs, several proposals to improve them, and the impact of the Great Recession on workforce development in the U.S. Section II discusses the growing skills and earnings gaps between rich and poor Americans—phenomena that underlie efforts to improve low-wage workers’ earnings and future prospects. Section III catalogues evidence on training and advancement programs, including the Workforce Investment Act, community college education, experimental programs focused on advancement and reentry programs for the formerly incarcerated. Section IV discusses youth programs, both those in school and those who have dropped out or are at risk of doing so. Section V discusses employer-focused, or “demand-side,” programs, including sectoral strategies and efforts to align workforce and economic development efforts.

I. Does Workforce Development Work? The Effectiveness of Active Labor Market Programs and Ideas for Improvement

A large body of evidence indicates that workforce development programs help participants modestly increase their earnings. In light of these findings, what should we expect from workforce development programs? Numerous researchers believe that existing studies do not capture the programs’ full impact on participants and society—because they do not follow participants for long enough, conflate different interventions (some of which are more effective than others), ignore impacts other than those on earnings and/or do not provide intensive enough services for us to see substantial impacts. However, many researchers have proposed ways to improve workforce development programs. These include increasing the intensity of training; better tailoring services to clients’ individual needs; focusing on job retention and advancement, rather than simply on rapid job placement; and working more closely with employers to place clients in jobs and ensure the training they receive meets their needs. Some critics call for streamlining the sprawling federally-funded workforce development system, but many programs serve small populations with unique...
In the wake of the Great Recession, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act expanded funding for training, and researchers have considered how public policy can increase the availability of jobs and help workers mitigate future earnings losses by improving their skills.

Effectiveness of workforce development


Holzer traces declines in funding for most major federal workforce development programs since the 1960s and 70s and catalogues new approaches to workforce development, including labor market intermediaries, sectoral strategies, incumbent worker training and transitional jobs for ex-offenders and disconnected youth. He also reviews evidence on the effectiveness of training programs: in short, “modest expenditures usually produce modest positive impacts.” Holzer recommends increasing funding for effective workforce development programs and tying rigorous evaluation to expansions of funding.


The authors review evaluations of employment and training programs, including studies of major federal programs (MDTA, CETA and JTPA), Job Corps, on-the-job training and sectoral training. In brief, “most employment and training programs have either no impact or modest positive impacts” and in many cases, programs’ net economic benefits to society do not outweigh their costs. However, Barnow and Smith raise several analytic issues related to these evaluations: often, follow-up periods too short to see long-term impacts; evaluators not recognize the heterogeneity of services provided by programs they group together, e.g., “classroom training;” and many studies include less-than-rigorous cost benefit analyses or do not discuss costs and benefits.


The authors review 97 evaluations of active labor market policies around the world, including job search assistance, classroom and work experience training, subsidized private sector employment and public sector employment. All evaluations included were conducted between 1995 and 2007. Card, Kluve and Weber find that job search assistance programs have “relatively favourable” impacts, and while training programs often appear ineffective in the short term, they “are associated with positive medium-term impacts.” However, public sector employment programs are “less effective.”

The authors provide an overview of workforce development programs and review evidence on their effectiveness, arguing that the conventional wisdom that these programs are ineffective results from misinterpretation and incomplete reading of the evidence. King and Heinrich argue that we have measured the impact of workforce development policy too narrowly, not followed participants for long enough to see programs’ long-term impacts, failed to account for heterogeneity in services, and misunderstood the magnitude of positive impacts of some programs.

**Proposals to improve the system**


Wallace argues for four changes to federal workforce development programs such as WIA: the increasing size of the low-wage workforce calls for programs that help workers retain jobs and advance, not simply find low-paying jobs; workforce programs must engage with employers in order to improve the quality of jobs available; because other safety net programs (such as food stamps) have become increasingly important to low-wage workers over time, workforce programs should help clients access them—e.g., by placing eligibility workers in One Stop centers; performance standards should address these new directions and ensure that programs do not avoid serving the hard-to-employ.


Osterman provides an overview of the public employment and training system and argues that in addition to improving workers' skills and matching workers with jobs, the system should engage with employers to increase job retention and on-the-job training opportunities for low-skilled workers. While job training is effective at increasing workers' earnings, Osterman argues, employers problematically see the employment and training system as an “extension of the welfare system,” and many programs do not connect with each other effectively. Osterman also calls for the federal workforce development system to shift toward encouraging local innovation.


As manufacturing has declined, higher-level job skills and have become increasingly important to employers. However, public workforce development programs have been too small—and, often, too disconnected from employers—to prevent less educated men’s wages from stagnating/ falling in the face of this decline and other labor market changes. Stoll calls for the expansion of workforce programs that maintain strong relationships with employers and cooperation among regional workforce agencies to reduce spatial mismatch of workers and jobs.
http://www.brookings.edu/research/papers/2011/11/workforce-holzer

Holzer proposes a “Race to the Top”-like set of competitive federal grants that would fund state-level training partnerships between employers in key industries, education providers, workforce agencies and intermediaries. The program would build on current state efforts, encourage the expansion of initiatives shown to be effective through randomized controlled trials, and draw from evidence indicating that: (1) education and training programs targeting firms/sectors that provide relatively high-paying jobs tend to succeed in raising participants’ earnings, and (2) successful training programs link to employer and labor market needs.

Uhalde, R.J. 2011 (April 7). “Statement of Raymond J. Uhalde, Vice President, Jobs For The Future, Before the Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, United States House of Representatives.” (6 p.)

WIA is in need of reauthorization—particularly in light of the Great Recession’s impact on the labor market—legislators should resist the urge to cut education and training programs due to deficit concerns, Uhalde says. WIA’s core and intensive services have been shown to improve employment rates and raise earnings, with particularly strong results for community college training for dislocated workers. Uhalde argues that sector-based and on-the-job training “should become common practice nationwide;” that programs serving dislocated workers should help clients attain credentials faster, and that these programs would be improved through better assessment of dislocated workers’ skills and needs.

Administration: duplication between federal workforce programs?


This is one in a series of GAO reports on the large number of employment and training programs, and has been used to support assertions that many workforce development programs are redundant. GAO identified 47 employment and training programs, “almost all” of which provide services or serve populations that are similar to other programs. In FFY 2009, the federal government spent $18 billion on these programs—an increase compared to 2003 due to temporary ARRA funding. While most programs track outcome measures, few have had an impact study completed since 2004.

National Skills Coalition. 2011. “Are Federal Workforce Programs Duplicative?” (1 p.)

NSC argues that contrary to GAO reports, duplication between the 47 federal employment and training programs is limited. Three programs (WIA Adult, WIA Dislocated Worker and Wagner-Peyser) serve
80% of participants in the federal workforce development system. Many of the smaller programs target specific populations with unique needs, while others are components of larger programs with broader purposes, such as TANF.

State workforce development programs

This primer, intended for policymakers, provides overviews of major funding streams for workforce development programs, WIA, and issues such as connecting workforce development and higher education and performance measurement. It also includes an appendix that catalogues some state workforce development programs in the mid-2000s.

Impact of the Great Recession/ARRA
http://research.upjohn.org/up_workingpapers/161/

ARRA doubled the amount of federal funding available for worker training/retraining. The authors provide an overview of how workforce and related programs were expanded under ARRA, particularly in Michigan, focusing on WIA, Trade Adjustment Assistance and Unemployment Insurance (UI). WIA’s adult and dislocated worker programs received the largest boost. One option through which states could expand UI was to give participants job search waivers in order to attend training. The Summer Youth Employment Program also received a substantial boost from ARRA.

http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/412150-next-steps-ARRA.pdf

The authors suggest an agenda for workforce development and poverty-reduction programs to address the short- and long-term consequences of the Great Recession and reducing poverty in the long run. Their proposals include: tax credits to private companies that hire unemployed workers; federal grants to prevent local and state government job cuts; investment in education and training programs; the extension of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act’s safety net-strengthening measures, including the permanent expansion of unemployment insurance; child care subsidies; support for youth entering the labor market and dropout prevention programs.
II. Underlying Issues: Labor Market Polarization, the Skills Gap and the Low-Wage Labor Market

Why do we need workforce development programs, and what would it take to design an effective one? This section discusses trends in U.S. labor markets that have widened the earnings gap between high- and low-skilled workers, and increased the need for programs that help low-wage workers gain skills and advance. Autor and others argue that we have seen the labor market “polarize” over the last few decades: technology has allowed companies to replace workers who perform routine, middle-skilled tasks with technology, while opportunities have increased in the high- and low-skilled ends of the labor market. In a recent paper, Jaimovich and Siu argue that polarization is closely tied to the recent phenomenon of “jobless recoveries:” the loss of middle-skilled jobs has occurred almost entirely during the three most recent recessions. However, Holzer argues that Autor and his colleagues conflate “middle skill” and “routine” jobs—and that many non-routine middle-skill occupations are growing.

Whether or not middle-skilled jobs are disappearing, the earnings gap between high- and low-skilled workers has been growing. Goldin and Katz argue that technology is not the only influence; stagnating educational attainment has reduced the supply of skilled workers and rising demand for them has increased their earnings relative to their less-skilled counterparts. Carnavale and Rose argue that dramatically increasing the number of Americans who graduate from college could reduce the gap between high- and low-skilled workers’ earnings. During the Great Recession, less skilled workers lost jobs at an especially high rate. Blank notes that unemployment significantly influences the poverty rate. What should policymakers do about this gap? While many call for increased investments in training and higher education, the quality of primary and secondary education also play an important role. Heckman argues that we should focus on funding intensive preschool interventions, since they have high benefit-cost ratios in the longer term and programs for adults and even older children require significant remediation. Finally, Holzer et al. argue that both workers’ personal characteristics and unique employer characteristics make it difficult for workers to advance out of low-wage jobs and increase their financial security.

Labor market polarization


In this paper, Autor summarizes his employment (or labor market) polarization argument and discusses some long-term consequences of the phenomenon. In a polarizing labor market, the number of high-skill “abstract” jobs (which require college education) and low-skill service and/or “manual” jobs increase. However, “routine” middle-skill jobs decrease as they are automated and replaced by technology. The result is a labor market that “greatly rewards” educated workers and is unfavorable to the less-educated—especially men, when we consider the fact that women’s postsecondary educational attainment has grown while men’s has stagnated. Autor notes that in addition to employment consequences, these labor market changes may increase incarceration and affect childbearing and family formation.


Autor and Dorn offer an explanation for labor market polarization: As computers replace less-skilled workers in “routine” goods-production jobs, but consumers prefer not to substitute technology for service...
workers, wages for service jobs rise relative to those for routine jobs, and routine workers shift into service jobs. They hypothesize and demonstrate that from the 1980s to the mid-2000s, local labor markets that were previously more specialized in routine jobs were more likely to (1) adopt technology and displace workers from routine jobs; (2) undergo employment polarization as low-skilled workers shift into service jobs; (3) see greater nominal wage growth at the high and low extremes of the skill spectrum; and (4) experience inflows of high- and low-skilled workers.


The authors relate labor market polarization and the phenomenon of “jobless recoveries” seen in the last three recessions (1991, 2001 and 2007-9). They argue that job loss in middle-skill occupations occurs not gradually, but almost entirely during economic downturns, and in turn, most of the jobs lost during recent economic downturns have been middle-skill jobs. As technology increases the value of highly skilled workers, middle-skilled individuals see the potential benefits of gaining the knowledge to pursue high-skill jobs increase. As these workers advance, the supply of middle-skilled workers decreases, and the case for employers to replace them with technology becomes more compelling. In response, wages for middle-skill jobs fall relative to low-skill jobs, and middle-skill workers who lack the capacity to learn and advance move to low-skilled jobs. Thus, the number of middle-skill jobs decreases and the number of high- and low-skill jobs increases.

Arguments against the polarization hypothesis: growing middle-skill jobs


Holzer and Lerman consider the kinds of skills and education workers need to succeed in today’s labor market, and argue that demand for workers to fill middle-skill jobs—which require some classroom or on-the-job training beyond high school, but less than a four-year college degree, e.g., many health technician and skilled construction jobs—will remain high relative to supply. They call for policies that increase access to education and training opportunities that are appropriate for middle-skill jobs as well as opportunities to earn four-year college degrees.


Holzer responds to Autor’s labor market polarization argument, questioning Autor’s definition of “middle skill” jobs as “routine.” While Holzer agrees that the economy has lost some routine jobs—those that primarily comprise the execution of set tasks and procedures, which can be automated more readily than other jobs—he argues that not all middle-skill jobs are routine, and offers evidence that non-routine middle-skill jobs are not disappearing.
The skills gap


Heckman argues that family background plays a dominant role in shaping adult outcomes: “about half of the inequality in the present value of lifetime earnings is due to factors determined by age 18.” He writes that early interventions such as high-quality preschool (along the lines of the Perry Preschool or Abecedarian program) have more positive effects, higher cost-benefit ratios and much higher economic returns later interventions such as reduced student-teacher ratios and education and training programs for adults. As a result, Heckman argues, we should refocus policies to prioritize early interventions: “The longer society waits to intervene in the life cycle of a disadvantaged child, the more costly it is to remediate disadvantage.”


The authors summarize the main argument of their book The Race Between Education and Technology: While technological progress increases relative demand for skilled workers, the rising educational attainment increases the relative supply of skilled workers. Over time, as the paces of the two phenomena change, the wage premium for educated workers fluctuates—falling when educational attainment grows faster than technological progress, and rising when the trends reverse. Throughout the 20th century, technology has progressed, steadily increasing demand for skilled workers. However, while educational attainment increased into the 1970’s, college-going then fell and high school graduation rates stagnated. Goldin and Katz attribute increases in the wage premium for college education since the 1980s to that change in educational attainment rates, and argue that the weakening union movement, globalization and immigration played lesser roles.


Blank describes labor force participation and employment patterns of less-educated men and women since the 1980s and shows that unemployment influences the poverty rate significantly. Men’s labor force participation has decreased due to dropping wages in the 1980s and possibly due to mass incarceration in the 1990s and today. Women’s labor force participation has risen due to welfare reform and increases in the Earned Income Tax Credit. However, since welfare reform, the number of “disconnected” women neither working nor on welfare has grown, and skill-based technological change (a phenomenon described in the labor market polarization section above) has made higher-paying jobs for low-skilled workers harder to find.


The authors argue that income inequality has widened in recent decades in the U.S. because demand has outstripped our supply of college-educated workers—in contrast to assertions that we have too many college
graduates. They offer the rising wage premium for college as evidence that the U.S. economic has undersupplied college graduates. Carnava
le and Rose call for policies that will add 20 million workers with postsecondary education to the U.S. economy in the next 15 years.


Despite reports of jobs going unfilled due to mismatches between applicants’ skills and the skills required for the positions, overall structural employment does not appear to have increased since the Great Recession. However, less-educated, less-skilled workers experienced especially high job loss and unemployment rates during the recession, reflecting a long-term trend toward polarization of job opportunities. In response, we should invest more in education and training.

Arguments against skill-biased technological change: the skewed distribution of rewards


The authors argue that while we would expect a better-educated workforce to yield higher-paying jobs with benefits, the share of workers with these “good jobs” has declined since the late 1970s, and had declined even before the Great Recession. They argue that skill-biased technological change cannot be the culprit because if it were, the share of college-educated workers with “good jobs” would be higher. Instead, they attribute the loss of these jobs to workers’ declining bargaining power and the falling share of private-sector workers who are unionized.


From 1966 to 2001, only the top 10 percent of the income distribution enjoyed growth in real income at or above the average economy-wide productivity growth rate. The authors argue that in economists have “placed too much emphasis on” skill-biased technological change as the cause of rising income inequality, rather than noting that growing rewards for those at the very top of the income distribution.

Can Workers “Escape” Low Earnings?


The authors explore the whether and how low-wage workers “escape” poverty and low-earning status (defined as earning $12,000/year in 1999 dollars for three consecutive years) through earnings growth. While workers’ personal characteristics were important determinants of low-earning status, employers played an important role: unique employer characteristics (as well as observable factors such as size, turnover and
industry) affected whether workers escaped poverty, and many workers who improved their earnings did so by changing employers.

III. Job Training, Placement and Advancement Programs

This section summarizes papers on the impacts and structure of training and advancement programs, including the Workforce Investment Act, welfare-to-work programs, community college education, retraining for displaced workers, adult basic education, advancement-focused programs, reentry programs and other initiatives. Highlights include:

- Heinrich et al. find that adult recipients of WIA training see significant earnings gains after four years, but many note that the program does not ensure that training funds go to the hardest-to-employ. While a random assignment study of WIA is only now underway, a randomized controlled trial of its predecessor, the Job Training and Partnership Act, found that the program increased adult women’s earnings and had positive social benefits.

- Policymakers differ on whether welfare-to-work programs should focus on training or rapid job placement; while training may have more longer-term benefits, in tight labor markets, job placement-focused programs can increase participants’ earnings by encouraging them to wait for higher-paying jobs.

- Community college education can have a significant impact on students’ earnings if they pursue high-return fields such as nursing or engineering and finish their courses of study, but academic advising is often limited. In addition, some employers see them as markers that students lacked the capacity to finish a four-year program.

- Training programs of all types may have trouble engaging participants because adults have many competing demands on their time. Financial incentives, work supports and efforts to make classroom education career-relevant—such as the I-BEST adult basic education program—can help overcome this challenge.

- Some experimental programs have focused specifically on helping workers advance. This task is challenging, and programs may need to help workers change jobs in order to increase their earnings.

- Reentry programs for the formerly incarcerated face some of the greatest challenges of any training program, including discrimination and participants’ personal issues. While current evidence does not indicate reentry programs are highly effective in increasing long-term earnings, they may help some participants avoid recidivating.

Overview: Major Workforce Development Programs

Workforce Investment Act


Three researchers with the Government Accountability Office describe WIA’s administrative structure, services, funding and performance measurement. They discuss the ways in which WIA departed from prior
federal workforce development funding legislation: a reduced focus on serving low-income workers and on job training as the primary means for getting a job, greater focus on the ideas of personal responsibility and local decision-making, increasing attention to streamlining services and an increasing role for the private sector. Key issues include WIA’s responsiveness to changing economic and budgetary conditions, questions over which outcomes and which participants to track, questions over One Stops’ ability to engage with businesses, and the need to balance flexibility and accountability with appropriate targeting of clients.


The authors evaluate the impacts of WIA Adult and Dislocated Worker training programs, comparing participants to Unemployment Insurance and Employment Service recipients with similar characteristics. They find that four years after entering training through the WIA Adult program, participants see large annual earnings gains—about $2,400 for women and $1,700 for men, or 26% and 15% of average earnings, respectively—despite initial earnings decreases while participants undergo training. Program participation also increases employment by about 10%. Assuming these earnings impacts continue for two to three years, the Adult program’s benefits outweigh its costs. The WIA Dislocated Worker program does not clearly increase workers’ earnings, but the authors estimate that it increases employment by nearly as much as the Adult program.


This experiment compared three models for individual training accounts with varying levels of structure and consumer directedness, following participants for six to eight years. Researchers found that clients in the most structured ITA program spent more time in high-wage jobs than clients in the other models—a difference that translated into higher earnings. However, the level of choice allowed in the program did not affect labor force participation or employment during the six- to eight-year follow-up period. In addition, counselors in the most structured model had trouble steering clients toward high-return training as they were supposed to, and customers showed reluctance to participate in counseling.

**Job Training Partnership Act**


This book presents the results of a national, 30-month random assignment study of the Job Training and Partnership Act (JTPA) conducted in the late 1980s. JTPA, the federal workforce development legislation that preceded WIA, provided adult and youth participants with classroom-based training, on-the-job training, job search assistance, basic education, work experience and other miscellaneous services. Over 30 months,
JTPA increased adult women enrollees’ total earnings by 15%, and also increased hours worked and GED/high school diploma attainment—all statistically significant results. The authors estimate that JTPA increased men’s earnings by 8%, though the results did not meet the same statistical significance threshold as those for women. JTPA adult programs had positive net social benefits. However, the program did not significantly reduce welfare receipt, and the authors did not find that JTPA youth programs had significant impacts on participants’ earnings.

Welfare-to-work programs


The authors estimate the impact of welfare-to-work programs in Missouri and North Carolina on earnings, focusing on whether strategies that emphasize longer-term training—e.g., basic skills remediation, vocational skills training, or postsecondary education—yield better results than programs focused on rapid job placement. They find that longer-term training is associated with earnings gains after two years (which appear to persist beyond that time frame), despite the fact that training participants initially sustain earnings losses. In contrast, job search/job readiness programs have minimal impacts, even after four years. While past studies find mixed results, the authors argue that many of those studies lack longitudinal data or fail to distinguish between training- and job placement-focused programs.


The National Evaluation of Welfare-to-Work Strategies (NEWWS) evaluated the effectiveness of welfare-to-work programs that used a “labor force attachment” approach that favored placing recipients in jobs as quickly as possible or a “human capital development” approach that focused on basic education and other longer-term skill-building activities before participants searched for jobs. A large-scale, five-year random assignment study in the 1990s found that neither type of program had a greater impact on employment or earnings, although the labor force attachment approach moved people into jobs and off welfare more quickly. By far the most successful NEWWS program, located in Portland, OR, combined the two strategies, emphasizing employment but sending many participants to short-term training before they looked for jobs, and encouraging them to wait for a “good” job. Finally, while all NEWWS programs increased participants’ employment and earnings relative to the control group, participants lost benefits as their earnings rose, meaning that their overall incomes did not increase.

Classroom-based programs

Community colleges


http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/Publication.asp?UID=1018
This qualitative paper finds that associate degrees send “mixed messages” to employers: while employers expected similar skills and knowledge from applicants with either bachelor or associate degrees—and some employers said they expected associate degree holders to have more practical knowledge and experience—associate degrees could also be interpreted as a signal that applicants lack the ability, initiative or skill to obtain a four-year degree. Van Noy and Jacobs surveyed employers hiring for IT positions in Detroit and Seattle and analyzed job postings; they also discuss the differences between the two labor markets. The authors recommend that community colleges work to understand employers’ views of their degree, build connections with employers to help overcome negative connotations, ensure they endow graduates with the skills employers expect and help students pursue bachelor’s degrees.

http://ccrc.tc.columbia.edu/Publication.asp?UID=885

Jenkins and Cho posit that many community college students want to earn postsecondary credentials but fail to do so because they do not enter programs of study. Many students, particularly younger students—lack clear academic and career goals and receive little guidance, and many become sidetracked by developmental courses. The weak ability of many community college departments to track students’ progress and counsel them exacerbates these problems. The authors propose system-level reorganization of counseling and tracking services and offer questions for community colleges to consider as they rethink these processes.


This study uses statewide data from Florida to study the impact of community college attendance on upward mobility. The authors find that per-credit, the returns to community and four-year college are similar: 4 to 6% for every two semesters. In addition, many community college students go on to jobs related to their studies. However, community college education is particularly valuable for students in “high return” fields, such as nursing, engineering and computer programming: seven years after leaving community college, students who concentrate in high-return fields earn an average of $12,000 more/year than those who concentrate in low-return fields such as humanities or fine arts. The high-or low-return nature of a student’s field of study was even more influential on his or her earnings than high school GPA.

Retraining displaced workers


When mid-career workers are displaced, they often suffer significant earnings losses. The authors study the impact of retraining through community colleges on the earnings of displaced workers in Washington State in
In the 1990s, including only workers were in their former jobs for three or more years. They find that over four years, earning a year’s worth of community college credits is associated with increases in average earnings of 13% for women and 9% for men, holding workers’ individual characteristics constant. However, the courses a worker takes matter greatly: an academic year of vocational and academic math and science coursework yields 29% and 14% average earnings increases for women and men, respectively, due to increased hours and higher wages. In contrast, however, “less technically oriented courses” have low or possibly no returns.


Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) subsidizes training and provides financial support and reemployment assistance for workers who have been displaced for trade-related reasons. The authors use quasi-experimental methods to evaluate how effectively TAA reaches affected workers, comparing eligible workers to similar Unemployment Insurance claimants who were not eligible for TAA. Dolfin and Berk find that a majority of eligible workers were informed about the program, and that TAA participants were significantly more likely to receive training. Women and older workers were more likely to participate in the program, but women and younger workers were more likely to receive training.


The authors call for reforms to help retrain workers who experience significant earnings losses. High-tenure displaced workers face two obstacles to effective retraining: lack of resources to finance long-term training and lack of information to help them select high-return programs they will likely complete. Jacobson, et al. propose linking the size of training grants to earnings losses rather than household income; increasing the maximum amount for grants; and using One Stop Career Centers as “honest brokers” to provide trainees with information about training programs and encourage them to choose programs with track records of substantially increasing graduates’ earnings.


http://www.nationalskillscoualition.org/assets/reports/-nsc_nwlb_lessonslearned_2011-01.pdf

Michigan’s No Worker Left Behind (NWLB) initiative offered unemployed or low-income workers grants of up to $10,000 to cover tuition and academic expenses for qualifying postsecondary education programs. NWLB aimed to orient state’s workforce development efforts toward increasing the number of workers who earn market-relevant credentials, and benefited from strong bipartisan support. In fall 2010, three years after
the program was launched, 59% of Michigan WIA participants were enrolled in training, compared to 13% nationwide, and three times as many Michigan WIA participants were enrolled in training lasting a year or longer. However, challenges include: demand that has exceeded resources; the need to integrate basic skills instruction with training, in order to serve the large number of workers who need remediation; TANF work participation requirements that were incompatible with the program; and the need for cultural transformation so that workers value higher education.

Adult Basic Education (ABE)


The authors analyze the impacts of I-BEST, a model used in Washington State community colleges in which basic skills (reading, writing and math) and occupational instructors team-teach occupational courses with integrated basic skills content. Basic skills are a prerequisite to learning occupational course content, but few adult basic skills students go on to college-level coursework, possibly because of the time it takes to advance through ABE courses. Compared to peers who took both ABE and occupational courses on their own, I-BEST students earned more college credits—especially in occupational courses—were more likely to improve their scores on basic skills tests, and earned more certificates and degrees (these differences were statistically significant and moderate to large). A more rigorous, causal analysis confirmed that community colleges that began offering I-BEST increased the likelihood that their students earned college credits or certificates.


This piece, intended as an overview of a nationwide ABE initiative, is valuable for its explanation of the connections between ABE and workforce development, and the issues the current ABE system raises. Many less-skilled adults need ABE before they can enter postsecondary education or training that would expand their job opportunities. However, ABE is disconnected from other postsecondary education and training, and does not prepare students to transition to other coursework; in addition, ABE coursework is often too lengthy and inflexible for adults with other demands on their time. The initiative described draws on I-BEST, discussed above, and aims to make the path from ABE to other education and training clearer and more streamlined.

Helping low earners advance


The authors use Census data and findings from three case studies of low-seniority hourly jobs to assess challenges in implementing work schedule flexibility in these jobs. The authors argue that low-level hourly jobs are often characterized by scarce and fluctuating hours: schedules have nonstandard start and end times that
may be posted just days before upcoming work weeks, and workers say they do not work as many hours as they would like. Managers reportedly prioritize staying within work hour limits set by their corporations over accommodating employees’ preferences for work hours, and create further instability by adjusting work schedules after posting them or sending workers home if business is slow. Finally, within firms, low-level hourly workers often compete with each other for hours or prime shifts. As a result, when workers restrict their availability, it can restrict their income; certain hours may be more likely to be cut; and changing one’s shift imposes a burden on a colleague. The authors suggest that employers post schedules further in advance, reduce hours fluctuation, and cross-train front line employees; and that policymakers consider setting minimum hour provisions or “minimum daily wages,”

http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/311241_job_retention.pdf

The authors discuss two problems that limit less-skilled workers’ earnings: frequent job turnover and limited prospects for advancement. These challenges can be due to workers’ low skill levels, limited work histories and child care and transportation difficulties; job turnover can also be due to low wages and benefits. They offer four policy prescriptions: (1) financial incentives and supports, such as the EITC and subsidized child care, that make low-income work “pay” more; (2) improved case management and links to support services; (3) education and training programs, particularly those that produce employer-recognized credentials and allow workers to move at their own pace or stop and start training as their personal lives demand; and (4) “employer-focused” strategies from on-the-job training to efforts to build career ladders.

Employment Retention and Advancement project


MDRC’s Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) project was a three-year random assignment study of various strategies to help former welfare recipients and other low-wage workers, most of whom were single mothers, retain jobs and advance their careers. Three of 12 programs produced positive economic impacts. The one that served unemployed welfare clients (in Texas) offered financial incentives for work. The other two, which served already-employed clients (in Chicago and Riverside, CA), increased participants’ earnings by helping them change jobs. The fact that three-quarters of the programs analyzed did not produce statistically significant gains highlights the difficulty of helping low-wage workers advance.


The authors offer lessons from MDRC’s ERA project for welfare-to-work program practitioners. Because job loss is common among welfare-to-work participants, Wavelet et al. argue that programs must learn to reemploy participants quickly. Best practices include: checking with clients and employers frequently to learn about problems or job losses (and meeting clients at their work sites or offering incentives such as travel vouchers for meetings); designating staff to work with newly unemployed clients; and developing close relationships with employers and knowledge of the dynamics of the local low-wage labor market.
Other advancement programs


This report evaluates three advancement-focused pilots run by New York City’s Center for Economic Opportunity, comparing participants’ employment and earnings outcomes to clients of traditional One-Stop Career Centers in New York City. All three programs increased placement rates and yielded positive returns on investment over five years. Two programs that focused on placing participants in higher-wage jobs with advancement potential appeared particularly effective. Across the board, receipt of individual training grants was associated with higher placement rates, hourly wages and weekly hours; interview and computer skills training were also associated with higher placement rates.

Reentry programs/transitional jobs


http://www.urban.org/UploadedPDF/410853_bushway.pdf

This article discusses whether prison work programs (in-prison jobs, in-prison job training, or short-term job search assistance upon release) can reduce recidivism by boosting participants’ prospects for legitimate employment, a question he answers with, “maybe.” Bushway argues that employment programs for ex-offenders must: (1) focus on helping participants with “desistance,” or the process of reorienting their lives away from crime, by supporting them during the transition after release, and (2) overcome the stigma of a criminal record by retaining jobs over long periods of time—tasks at which current reentry programs are not highly successful.


The authors argue that (1) adult offenders face such high obstacles upon release (e.g., stigma), it is difficult to affect their long-term employment and life prospects through prison-based or post-release employment programs; (2) counseling or employment services for ex-offenders are underprovided, and many prisoners lack sustained access to training due to logistical issues such as moving between prisons; (3) employment may prevent recidivism, but it is not clear why; and (4) employment programs may work better for certain types of prisoners. Tyler and Berk base their conclusions on the experimental evaluation of the Center for Employment Opportunities (CEO) in New York City, studies of the national Serious and Violent Offender Reentry Initiative (SVORI) and their own analysis of data on ex-offenders in Florida, cautioning that many earlier studies of reentry programs fail to control for selection bias. They suggest these employment programs target offenders who have committed income-generating crimes.

This paper reviews the history, common characteristics and challenges of transitional jobs (TJ) programs—which offer hard-to-employ clients, such as ex-offenders, work experience and financial support through temporary paying jobs, as well as case management, support services and assistance finding long-term jobs. Bloom summarizes three evaluations of TJ programs: CEO and TJRD (discussed below), as well as the Transitional Work Corporation (TWC) in Philadelphia. While CEO and TWC seem not to have increased clients’ prospects for unsubsidized employment, Bloom argues that we should both test new strategies to produce better long-term employment impacts and broaden our thinking about TJ programs’ goals, e.g., to include recidivism.


CEO provides former prisoners in New York City with temporary paying jobs and support services, with the goal of preparing them for permanent jobs and helping them transition back into society. A three-year random assignment study found that overall, CEO only increased participants’ employment when it provided them with temporary jobs. However, among participants who enrolled shortly after their release, CEO significantly reduced recidivism—perhaps by fostering supportive mentor and peer relationships—and may have increased the likelihood of long-term employment. Though the recidivism remained above 60% for all groups, CEO’s financial benefits exceeded its costs, due in large part to reduced criminal justice costs.


The Transitional Jobs Reentry Demonstration (TJRD) tested four employment programs for former prisoners using a random assignment study. Unlike CEO, TJRD sites increased participants’ employment by providing jobs, but the effects did not persist to unsubsidized jobs. Unlike CEO, TJRD did not appear to have a significant impact on recidivism over a two-year follow-up period. Jacobs calls for extending the period of the transitional job, including vocational training or offering financial incentives to participants.

**Incumbent worker training, temporary placements & apprenticeships**


Hollenbeck describes state investments in incumbent worker training, details the rationales for using public funds to support it, and summarizes an analysis that found a positive return on investment from the Massachusetts Workforce Training Fund (WTF), one such program. In total, states spend $550 to $800 million per year on incumbent worker training—a small amount compared to private sector investment—including WIA funds, state funds and tax credits. Despite assertions that state funding for incumbent worker training is redundant or props up inefficient firms, Hollenbeck argues that it can avert the social cost of unemployment, ensure entry level workers receive training, provide more general training than firms are willing to fund.

Alternative staffing organizations (ASOs) place disadvantaged workers in jobs in a way similar to traditional temporary employment agencies, however, they also provide social services such as basic job readiness workshops, counseling, and child care. The authors argue that the ASO could become an important model: temporary work has become more common at the bottom of the labor market, funding for workforce development has dwindled and policymakers have increasingly called for workforce programs to focus on the needs of both workers and employers. This paper describes the characteristics of four ASOs. The agencies studied successfully placed workers with a range of barriers to employment, and their wraparound services seemed helpful. However, temporary to permanent conversions were “not the norm.”


Lerman argues for the expansion of apprenticeships in the U.S., a policy goal that federal tax credits for employers who hire new apprentices could support. Apprentices are employees of the organizations where they are training, but produce work while they learn technical and professional skills and earn a wage for three to four years. In the U.S., most apprentices work in construction and manufacturing trades, though the system is also used in fields such as child care and long term care. Lerman writes that apprenticeships have high rates of return compared to other training methods for middle skilled jobs; smooth the transition from school to work; provide students recognized credentials, even if they prefer to “learn by doing;” and present an opportunity to lower youth unemployment rates and engage disconnected minority young men.

Earnings supplements/short time compensation/work supports


Michalopoulos reviews random assignment evaluations of four programs implemented in the early 1990s that supplemented the earnings of low-income adults and/or welfare recipients. The programs—the Minnesota Family Investment Program, Jobs First (in Connecticut), SSP (a Canadian program) and New Hope (in Milwaukee)—used enhanced earnings disregards for welfare receipt or supplemented full time workers’ earnings. All four program increased participants’ earnings, employment and income compared to their respective control groups, but these impacts faded out after several years—in other words, they did not appear to help participants advance to higher-paying jobs in the long term. Michalopoulos highlights several lessons: programs should not only help people find work, but help them keep their jobs and advance in the labor market; programs should maintain earnings supplements for as long as possible to keep families out of poverty; and providers must balance concerns about costs and equity when considering whether to limit earnings supplements to full-time workers.
The Work Advancement Support Center (WASC) demonstration project aimed to increase low wage workers' incomes—in the short term by helping them obtain financial supports such as food stamps and child care subsidies, and in the long term by offering career coaching and connections to/funding for training. Notably, WASC sites offered all services in a single location and required workforce development and social service staff to work closely together. This paper presents one-year results from two sites in the random assignment evaluation of WASC. After a year, WASC participants were 10 to 20% more likely to receive food stamps and/or public health insurance than the control group, a significant, moderate difference. One site also increased enrollment in vocational training and college courses, as well as receipt of licenses/certificates. No employment or earnings impacts were apparent, but a final report due in 2012 will cover three- and four-year findings from three sites.


Under short time compensation (STC) and work sharing systems, workers can receive pro-rated unemployment insurance (UI) benefits if their employers temporarily reduce their hours during economic downturns, rather than laying them off. The system can preserve jobs and help employers retain trained workers, but if offered outside of recessions or without appropriate time limits, it could bolster unproductive industries. During the Great Recession, STC appears to have averted layoffs, but its take-up was so low in most U.S. states that its impact on total unemployment was minor. Prior to the Great Recession, 17 states offered STC; several others have adopted the policy since, and in 2012, the federal government will begin funding a large portion of STC UI benefits in order to promote the policy.

Expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit


The EITC can motivate entry into the labor force and raise low-wage workers' incomes. But under the current federal earned income tax credit (EITC): (1) adults with children residing in their homes receive much larger credits and remain eligible at higher income levels than single adults or noncustodial parents; (2) jointly-filing married couples' combined earnings may disqualify them from receiving the benefit; and (3) childless workers under age 25—a group with low labor force participation—are not eligible. The authors call on Congress to significantly increase the maximum benefit for childless adults and raise their eligibility threshold so it is equivalent to full-time work at minimum wage, disregard some of lower-earning spouses' income for married couples; and reduce the age of eligibility for workers without qualifying children from 25 to 21.

The authors estimate the benefits of expanding the federal EITC for noncustodial parents (NCPs) who work full time and pay their full child support, under the current “NCP EITC” policies in New York State and Washington, D.C., and a federal proposal, discussing several design and implementation issues. Only 1 to 5% of NCPs (162,000 to 645,000 people) could qualify under the three scenarios, but recipients would see an average benefit between $500 and $1,900, or 6 to 12% of income after taxes and child support payments. An NCP EITC could encourage disconnected low-income men to work, increase their incomes and increase their ability to pay child support.


Sorenson describes the design, administration and initial results of New York State’s NCP EITC, enacted in 2006. While implementation went smoothly, less than 25% of eligible NCPs (5,280) received the credit in its first year. Sorenson recommends that New York State and other jurisdictions implementing NCP EITCs increase their outreach efforts.

IV. Programs for Youth

Failing to complete high school has serious, long-term labor market consequences. Labor market programs for youth seek both to reduce the risk of dropout and re-engage youth who are disconnected from school and work. Career academies seek to reduce dropout and prepare youth for careers by making school curricula work-relevant; they appear modestly to increase students’ future employment and earnings. However, it is not clear that efforts to integrate high school and community college have a positive impact. Evidence on “second chance” programs for dropouts is mixed: they may help students earn credentials, increase their employment in the short term and modestly reduce behavioral problems, but long-term studies have not found lasting employment impacts. For example, National Guard ChalleNGe, an intensive, rigorous residential program, had positive short-term impacts, but some students struggled after leaving the residential component. Year Up, a sectoral program for youth recently evaluated, had very positive short-term results, but its long-term results remain to be seen.

Overview


The authors review programs to address low graduation rates and declining employment among disadvantaged youth, particularly young men. The authors conclude that youth development and mentoring programs (such as Big Brothers/Big Sisters) are generally cost-effective, even though their impacts are modest; and that work experience, particularly when paid, can engage at-risk students in high school and strengthen skills that boost their future earnings (see the evaluations of career academies and the Quantum Opportunity program below).
However, it is more difficult to identify proven strategies for youth who are already disconnected from school and work (see the Job Corps, National Guard Youth ChalleNGe evaluations below).

**In-school programs**

**Career academies**


Career academies are “schools-within-schools” whose curricula focus around specific careers, combining academic coursework and internships/work experience. A 12-year random assignment evaluation found that career academies increased students’ employment, hours and wages to produce annual earnings that averaged 11% higher than those of their control group peers. These impacts were concentrated among young men of color—though few interventions have been shown to improve this group’s labor market prospects. The academies neither improved nor reduced students’ prospects of earning postsecondary credentials, showing that workforce preparation and college readiness need not be mutually exclusive. Kemple and Willner argue that these findings corroborate other evidence that “work-related experiences” during high school can help smooth the transition to adulthood.

**Integrating high school and community college**


Kisker discusses for three similar initiatives to integrate high school and community college: (1) Koos’ 6-4-4 plan, conceived in the 1930s to combine the last two years of high school with the first two years of college; (2) Middle College High School (MCHS), which locates high schools on college campuses, and (3) early college, which lets students complete two years of college credit or an associate degree within five years of entering 9th grade. All three initiatives would better connect high school and college, reduce the need for students to make transitions during adolescence, offer students flexibility on when they complete coursework, and potentially reduce administrative and capital construction costs. However, these plans may have stalled when they were proposed due to institutional inertia or the structure of separate funding streams for K-12 education and community colleges.


Middle college high schools aim to prevent high-risk students from dropping out and encourage them to attend college by locating on college campuses, using project-centered, interdisciplinary curricula and offering support services such as counseling and career experience. A small-scale random assignment study in Seattle found that 40% of MCHS students earned a high school diploma or GED within two years, but the intervention had no statistically significant impact on whether students stayed in school or graduated.
Other Programs


The Quantum Opportunity Program (QOP) aimed to increase graduation and postsecondary engagement among at-risk youth through an intensive, five-year after-school program that provided case management, mentoring, educational and other activities, and supportive services. Five years after most participants were scheduled to graduate from high school, a random assignment evaluation found that QOP increased high school completion and postsecondary engagement among participants who entered the program at age 14 or younger. However, it did not have a statistically significant impact on outcomes among older participants. The program also did improving grades, reduce risky behavior or increase later employment in the full sample—also QOP goals. Three of seven sites achieved some of the program’s goals, which is likely explained by significant variation in how sites implemented the program model.

Out-of-School Programs


The authors review evidence on the high school dropout population and “second chance” programs. Based on 11 rigorous evaluations, “second chance” programs may help students earn GEDs or vocational certificates, increase their short-term employment and earnings (especially when offering subsidized jobs) and “modestly” reduce crime and other behavioral problems. However, long-term studies have not yet found lasting employment impacts. Bloom, et al. highlight effective programs for at-risk students and more-connected dropouts. They also identify areas of unmet need for less-connected youth: better links between GED preparation and postsecondary education; programs for very low-skilled dropouts that combine basic and professional skills instruction; and large-scale efforts to motivate the least connected students.

Evaluations


The JOBSTART demonstration, implemented in the mid-1980s, provided academic and vocational instruction, support services and job placement assistance to low-skilled, 17- to 21-year-old high school dropouts from low-income families. A random assignment study that followed participants for four years after completing the program found large earnings impacts among young men with criminal records and lesser, but still significant, impacts for youth who had left school due to educational difficulties. One site, the Center for Employment and Training (CET, discussed below) led to very large, significant earnings gains in the last two years. Across all sites, though, JOBSTART’s costs outweighed its benefits.

The Center for Employment Training (CET)—a full-time job training program for out-of-school youth noted for offering training in a work-like setting and engaging with local employers—was shown to have large positive effects on employment and earnings in two studies in the 1980s. However, when replicated in 12 sites in the 1990s, the program did not increase employment or earnings during a 4.5 year follow-up period. The authors attribute this outcome to poor fidelity to the model in some sites, as well as the fact that program and control group members were highly motivated, and internal and external conditions that improved control group members’ labor market prospects may have made it more difficult to see statistically significant impacts from CET.


National Guard Youth ChalleNGe is an intensive, residential second-chance program for high school dropouts. Most participants live on a military base for 22 weeks, during which they attend GED preparation, life and job skills classes, and are also subject to military-style discipline. Afterward, they move to a job, educational or military placement and receive a year of mentoring. The program increased high school credential attainment, the likelihood of earning college credits, employment and earnings in the first year and a half after program completion. However, many participants reported struggling to “maintain momentum” after leaving the residential program.


Year Up, a sectoral career training program for low-income, mostly minority 18- to 24-year-olds, focuses on information technology and business operations jobs. Year Up combines technical and soft/professional skills training, opportunities to earn college credit, job search assistance, mentoring and other support services to train participants, and gives them stipends. A short-term random assignment evaluation found that in the year after completing the program, participants averaged earnings 30% higher than the control group, due to their greater likelihood of obtaining high-paying jobs in Year Up’s targeted fields. However, the program’s long-term impacts remain to be seen. Qualitative research identified the program’s strong connections to employers, high standards, strong supports and attention to professional skills as key to its success.

V. Demand-Side Strategies

Numerous researchers argue that training and job placement are insufficient to help low-wage workers become financially secure because the structure of the low-wage labor market makes advancement so difficult. They recommend a range of public policy interventions on the demand side of the labor market: public funding to increase the availability of jobs, through direct job creation, subsidies or tax credits; policy efforts (such as increases in the minimum wage) and direct collaborations with employers to improve low-wage workers’ access to training and advancement potential (such as sectoral strategies and career ladders). Sectoral strategies, or systemic efforts to tie workforce development to demand
in local labor markets and involve employers in determining the type of training participants receive, seem to improve earnings, at least when participants are excited about the fields in which they are training. Career ladders are similar programs through which workforce development providers seek to collaborate with employers to build pathways through which low-wage workers can advance. In addition, some workforce development agencies seek to work with local economic development agencies, for example, helping to bring new businesses to areas by offering to train their workers or improving the local labor force. Rigorous evidence on these efforts is thin, but descriptive papers abound.

**Public Service Employment and Wage Subsidies: Programs to Increase the Quantity of Jobs**


The authors review public service employment (PSE) programs from the Great Depression onward. PSE programs must balance the value of the work experience and outputs they provide against their potential to displace private sector jobs, but those that provide only short-term, project-based jobs and target workers different from the traditional workforce can minimize substitution. Programs that offer more intensive work experience tend to have a greater impact on participants’ later earnings—however, these programs tend to be more expensive to administer. Specific examples discussed include the Comprehensive Employment and Training Program (CETA), Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Project (YIEPP), the Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP), the New Hope project in Milwaukee and Work Experience Programs for welfare recipients. The authors argue that PSE could be necessary to employ the most disadvantaged welfare recipients.


Bartik argues that the U.S. lacks a sufficient number of jobs to employ poor and less-educated workers—he places the shortage (as of 2002) at 5 to 9 million jobs. As a result, he proposes that the federal government subsidize job creation. He argues that work experience helps people develop skills to find jobs on their own, and that allowing local control of job subsidies would prevent subsidized jobs from displacing existing private sector workers.


The federal Work Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) and Welfare-to-Work Tax Credit (WAW) encourage employers to hire welfare recipients, young food stamp recipients and members of other disadvantaged groups by reimbursing part of the cost of their wages for their first year or two of work. By comparing subsidized workers in Wisconsin to similar welfare recipients, Hamersma finds that these credits may modestly increase employment and wages in the short term, but that these gains do not persist over time. She notes that this
finding is consistent with other evaluations that find wage subsidy programs do not increase employment or job tenure in the long term, and have limited impacts on wages.


Responding to massive job losses during the Great Recession, Bartik argues that the U.S. should adopt a policy of direct job creation to avert the long-term costs of unemployment to unemployed people and society as a whole. He asserts that targeted job creation policies cost less per job than “traditional” fiscal stimulus because they directly increase jobs relative to GDP. Such a policy could take the form of tax credits for employers, payments to employers for work sharing or public service employment.

**Programs to Increase the Quality of Jobs**


Osterman discusses policies to improve firms’ treatment of their workers, which can either improve jobs or create more “good” jobs, through “standard-setting” (e.g. minimum wage increases and unionization) or “programmatic” means (e.g., sectoral programs and career ladders). He argues that these policies are necessary because employers have discretion over job characteristics such as wages, benefits, training opportunities and receptivity to unionization, and these characteristics affect not only workers’ present economic status but also their future earnings. Osterman reviews several promising programs and calls for a federal framework to support and encourage innovation in programmatic interventions, as well as an increase in the minimum wage, pro-union policies such as card check rules, and the use of economic development incentives to create “good jobs.”

**Sectoral strategies**


This brief provides an overview of sectoral strategies intended for governors and other high-level state staff. It reviews the benefits of these initiatives from a state perspective: by making workforce development more responsive to business needs, directing workers to in-demand jobs and overcoming employer reluctance to provide general training, sectoral strategies can enhance regional competitiveness. Oldmixon suggests that states can support workforce development by identifying skill gaps, developing funding streams and aligning missions and encouraging collaboration across relevant state agencies.
This paper discusses the state of the sectoral strategies field—offering a definition and several policy rationales—and provides brief overviews of numerous local sectoral initiatives, as well as practical advice for practitioners. The authors define sectoral strategies as system-level efforts at workforce development, tailored to the skill needs of local workers and competitiveness needs of local businesses. They note that these efforts usually help low-income workers by improving their access to jobs, though a few address job quality.

http://www.ppv.org/ppv/publications/assets/325_publication.pdf
This random assignment evaluation of three sector-focused training programs found that 24 months from the beginning of the experiment, the programs significantly increased participants’ earnings, employment and likelihood of having a job that paid at least $11/hour or had benefits. The programs differed but all offered skills training and links to employers, focused on a particular industry or occupation, and were run by nonprofits. The programs all screened applicants for their interest and ability, and focused on particular subgroups within the low income population, so these programs might not yield equally large impacts (an 18% increase in earnings over 24 months) for all low-income workers. The authors raise questions about long-term impacts, scalability and the optimal strategies to help different subgroups.

Shifting Gears is a Joyce Foundation initiative to help adult workers the Industrial Midwest earn postsecondary credentials more efficiently, with the ultimate goal of promoting regional economic growth. This paper details the rationale for the program and provides an update on each state. Specific interventions include breaking diploma and degree programs into shorter certificate modules, “bridge” programs that combine basic skills and work readiness instruction, and classes offered at more convenient times and locations. Shifting Gears has focused on industries and occupations that offer jobs with advancement opportunities, and it has worked to engage with states’ adult education, workforce development and postsecondary education systems.

This brief summarizes efforts in several states (including Michigan and Pennsylvania) to focus workforce development efforts on training and education—rather than immediate job placement—and implement sectoral strategies. The authors characterize these initiatives as an appropriate response to the economic downturn. With an eye toward WIA reauthorization, they call for the federal government to support these efforts by: (1) restoring cuts to flexible WIA administrative funds; (2) reforming WIA to direct more money
to career pathways, sectoral strategies and integrated education and training (e.g., through the Workforce Investment Fund); (3) de-emphasize short-term job placement; and (4) better link community colleges and the unemployment insurance system with workforce development agencies.

Career ladders/pathways & integrated education & training

http://www.spra.com/admin/PDFFile/wired%20issue%20brief%20career%20ladders%20for%20the%20hard%20to%20serve.pdf

Career ladder programs aim to help low-income workers advance within particular sectors or fields, creating clear pathways through which workers can advance through a combination of experience and training. The authors offer several principles for career ladder programs for low-income clients: involve employers in designing programs and promote partnerships between training providers and social service organizations, involve employers in program design, make training schedules and locations convenient for participants, integrate basic skills and career content, and frequently evaluate performance. While career ladder programs that focus on incumbent workers usually have clear benefits for both workers and employers, the value proposition is less clear for programs that attempt to bring new low-skilled workers into the workforce.


This report provides descriptive information on “bridge” programs (also called “integrated education and training” or “contextualized learning”) collected through a nationwide survey of 920 programs. These programs provide low-skilled adults with GED preparation, ESL courses, developmental education or WIA-supported career preparation, allowing students to move at their own pace, using “learning-by-doing” formats and/or offering classes during non-work hours. The authors recommend working to connect programs to allow them to learn from each other and formally evaluating their results.


This brief provides an overview of Innovative Strategies for Increasing Self-Sufficiency (ISIS), a 10-year initiative funded by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to rigorously evaluate several career pathways programs across the country. The evaluation is underway.

Integration with economic development

Expanding universities and hospitals ("eds and meds") within cities can increase the earnings of local residents, including less-skilled workers. Both types of institutions are large and immobile, employ workers throughout the skill spectrum, and can offer less-skilled workers relatively high wages. In addition, they each have spillover effects: universities increase the skill level of the local workforce and produce transferrable technologies; hospitals’ higher-than-average wages can drive wages up throughout local economies. However, the magnitude of eds’ and meds’ economic effects depends on the nature of the local economy, and on average, these institutions appear to raise metropolitan residents’ earnings by roughly the same amount as tax incentives intended to promote economic development.

Bartik, T. 2011 (June 1). “What Works in Job Creation and Economic Development.” Presented at Transforming Communities Conference of the National Employment Law Project, Flint, MI. (9 p.)
http://research.upjohn.org/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1023&context=presentations

When measured by their ability to increase local residents’ earnings per capita, general business tax cuts and most business tax incentives are not cost-effective economic development issues. Tailored services for small- and medium-sized businesses, such as customized job training, are more cost effective. So are well-targeted wage subsidy programs for hiring unemployed or disadvantaged residents, such as the MEED program in Minnesota in the 1980s. Bartik argues that by increasing the quality of the entire workforce in the long term, high-quality early childhood programs are the most cost-effective economic development interventions.


This brief discusses several issues related to policies intended to promote economic growth and improve the prospects of disadvantaged workers, as well as strategies to address these issues. In addition to regional fragmentation and declining leadership from the business community, policymakers struggle to find ways to increase the skill level of the workforce. Sectoral strategies offer a promising opportunity to align workforce and economic development incentives, but currently, these two policy areas often do not coordinate closely.
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